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THE AGENDA 2030 FITS IN WITH THE PRIORITIES OF THE COUNTRY

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AGENDA
FOR THE PERIOD UNTIL 2030

"Kazakhstan-2050" Strategy

The strategic plan for the development of Kazakhstan until 2025

The 100 concrete steps - to implement the five institutional reforms

The program "Ruhani Zhangyru"
MORE THAN 79% OF THE TARGETS'S TASKS ARE REFLECTED IN THE DOCUMENTS OF THE GOVERNMENT PLANNING SYSTEM OF KAZAKHSTAN

15 out of 17 SDG has a high level of coverage (more than 60%)

THE LOWEST COVERAGE:
SDG 14 «Life below water» (10%)
SDG 15 «Life on land» (25%)
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

GDP PER CAPITA PPP EXCEEDED $27 THOUSAND

GDP per capita, PPP (current international $)

POVERTY LEVEL REDUCED TO 4.7% IN 2018

ECOLOGICAL CHALLENGES
- Greenhouse gas growth
- Desertification
- Eroded agricultural land
THE POVERTY LEVEL IN VILLAGES IS 2.7 TIMES HIGHER THAN IN CITIES

- Rural: 9.5% (2017) vs 6.7% (2018)
- Urban: 3.0% (2017) vs 2.5% (2018)
- Total: 5.8% (2017) vs 4.3% (2018)
COORDINATION BOARD
chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister

INTER-AGENCY WORKING GROUP
people | planet | prosperity | peace | partnership

COORDINATING BODY
Ministry of National Economy

Secretariat
Economic Research Institute, JSC
define both baseline and forecast SDGs indicators up to 2030;

continue work to improve the effectiveness of local and regional institutional mechanisms that promote and facilitate the implementation of the SDGs;

focus on harmonising budget planning with the SDG objectives and indicators.

commence work on nationalising SDG objectives and indicators taking into account the national priorities and the ‘leaving no one behind’ principle;

focus on the specific characteristics of each of the 17 regions of Kazakhstan

continue the dialogue between the State, civil society, the business community, international organisations and other stakeholders, to ensure their full engagement in order to maximize the outcomes of the SDGs;

maintain effective regional cooperation with the countries of Central Asia and with other international partners, including the UN system, OECD, and others.
ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OF PREPARING THE REVIEW

LINE MINISTRIES

27 NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

15 ANALYTICAL CENTERS

20 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

ACADEMIA
THANKS FOR ATTENTION!